
Azure Virtual Desktop  
Fast Start for SMB
from £5,500

Get Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) up and running with the Azure Virtual Desktop 
Fast Start for SMB, a fully functional AVD environment that is secure and ready 
to run your apps. Designed and implemented in your Azure tenancy by Advania 
in 6 days.
The Azure Virtual Desktop | Fast Start for SMB is the ideal solution for small to medium-sized businesses that are looking for a cost-
efficient, simple deployment to accelerate virtual desktop adoption. Whatever your motivation, from enabling remote working, to 
providing employee flexibility or optimising your costs and security, AVD can deliver on your immediate business need or change.

Here are some reasons why Azure Virtual Desktop could be a valuable addition to your business:

Advania utilises a mature professional services model of Engage, Discover, and Deploy to deliver your AVD environment. We are 
committed to guiding your organisation through a seamless transition to Azure Virtual Desktop with comprehensive consultation, 
planning, and deployment assistance.

Why Advania? 

Advania brings great expertise and engagement as a Solutions Partner 
for Microsoft Cloud, with the AVD specialisation and Azure Expert 
MSP accreditation. Additionally, Advania can deliver great value by 
leveraging your investment in qualifying Microsoft 365 licensing.

  Flexibility and scalability: Azure Virtual Desktop gives you 
the ability to scale up or down quickly based on your specific 
business needs. Whether it’s accommodating new hires or 
adjusting for temporary workload increases, the capacity can be 
adjusted on-demand without the need for significant hardware 
investments.

  Remote work enablement: In today’s dynamic work 
environment, the ability to support remote working is crucial. 
With Azure Virtual Desktop, employees can securely access 
their desktops from anywhere, promoting productivity and 
collaboration no matter where they are located.

  Cost efficiency: With its pay-as-you-go model, you only pay 
for what you use, which can result in significant cost savings 
compared to traditional VDI solutions that require upfront 
investment in hardware and software.

  Security and compliance: Microsoft provides enterprise-
grade security measures such as multi-factor authentication, 
encryption of data at rest and in transit, as well as compliance 
with industry standards. This helps ensure your sensitive 
business data remains secure.

  Simplified IT management: Azure Virtual Desktop reduces IT 
complexity by centralising desktop management. All updates, 
patches, and other maintenance tasks can be managed centrally 
from the cloud reducing time spent on these  
activities considerably.

AVD for Enterprise AssessmentAVD for SME

Ready to transform how you do business? 
Our expertise, your Cloud, right first time.
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